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Brandon Wales, acting director of the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency, said the funding would go toward expanding CISA's incident response teams with additional contractors and ...
CISA's Wales backs new response, recovery fund
Hackers exploited Pulse Connect Secure VPN vulnerabilities to collect passwords, install web shells, and bypass multi-factor authentication on victims’ networks, including federal agencies.
CISA Warns That Hackers Exploited Federal Agencies Through Pulse Connect Secure VPN Vulnerabilities
Lt. Gov. Josh Green joins Wake Up 2day to answer viewer questions via Facebook about COVID-19. This morning, he addressed questions relating to the vaccine for adolescents, travel, ...
Lt. Gov. Answers Viewer Questions About Vaccine, Travel
He cited data from the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) and suggested the death count was above 3,000. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) say this data does not ...
Ron Johnson’s unscientific use of vaccine and death data
National Institutes for Health and the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics recognized the need for evidence-based practice guidelines for very low birth weight infant nutrition.
Addressing the persistent controversies and questions in preterm infant nutrition
Dr. Robert Murphy is a professor of infectious disease at Northwestern University’s Feinberg School of Medicine and is the executive director for The Institute of Global Health. Have a ...
‘You need the vaccine to have full protection’ Dr. Murphy answers viewer COVID-19 questions 5/10
Mike McCord and Ronald Moultrie should face little opposition in their nomination processes, based on their recent hearing.
Comptroller, intel nominees cruise through hearing amid supply chain questions
Engineers thought the project was done for, according to Brad Stone's new book, "Amazon Unbound: Jeff Bezos and the Invention of a Global Empire." ...
Jeff Bezos once got so frustrated with Alexa's lack of intelligence that he told Alexa to 'shoot yourself' - and Amazon's engineers heard it
Mari Gesler of Newaygo County died days after her 24th birthday, but nearly two months later, medical examiners still can’t confirm what happened.
Months after young woman’s death, family waits for answers
A mixed bag this week sees Sportsmail's resident columnist tackling Wayne Rooney's managerial career and Edinson Cavani's future - but he starts with praise for Thomas Tuchel.
Ask Crouchie! Sportsmail's Peter Crouch is back to answer YOUR questions... on the one player Chelsea need to sign to close the gap on Man City, the sorry state of Arsenal, and ...
Sculptor, painter, and installation artist Bharti Kher explores the power of objects to evoke and inform psychological experience. One of India’s most prominent contemporary artists, Kher uses the ...
Questions and Answers , 2014
The SNP’s historic fourth victory has set Nicola Sturgeon and Boris Johnson on a collision course over Scotland’s constitutional future.
The Yes or No question: How and when will a triumphant first minister put another referendum back on the table at No. 10?
In our Eagles chat last Thursday, there were a lot of questions that we could not get to in time or other questions we did answer but could use more color. And so, let's do a mailbag post to answer ...
Mailbag: Our Eagles 'hindsight' draft, and the best steals / worst reaches of 2021
May 11—The surprise firing Monday of Eastern Washington University soccer coach Chad Bodnar has led to more questions — ones that Athletic Director Lynn Hickey says she is in no position to answer ...
Questions remain after abrupt firing of EWU soccer coach Chad Bodnar
Clarke says the SolarWinds attack in which Russian hackers infiltrated government systems unnoticed by CISA called into ... individuals” but did not answer a question about whether any ...
The Cybersecurity 202: This House Democrat is pushing for more funding for state and local cybersecurity
He held the post from 2006 to 2014 — a time when tracking nation ... to cyber threats long after he leaves the position. Key questions about the office’s remit remain unanswered in a White ...
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